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Cancer across species
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Cancer-like



Evolution of  cancer
• Cancer develops from accumulated DNA mutations 

• Cancer is inherent to multicellular organisms
• But cancer is not seen in all of  them

• Why?

• What can we learn from new model organisms? 

Objective: Study simple model organisms to identify if they 
get cancer, or how they can prevent it
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Methods

Investigate molecular changes

Observe phenotypic changes

Create mutagenesis protocols

Establish culturing methods

Select model organisms
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Macrostomum lignano
• Free-living marine flatworm species

• Lifespan: 6-7 months, up to 2 years 

• Powerful regenerative ability due to stem cells
• No cancer-like phenomena observed

• Conserved genes and pathways with 
humans 

• Cultured in Petri dishes with Nitzschia 
curvilineata algae
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Methods
Physical mutagenesis

Chemical mutagenesis

50 mM ethyl methanesulfonate 
(EMS)
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Treatment 1 
(6 × 5 Gy)

Treatment 2 
(3 × 10 Gy)

3 days5 Gy

10 Gy



Current results
• Dosage optimized to 30 Gy

• Minimal mortality 

• Minimal effects on reproduction

• Cancer-like phenotype seen in irradiated worms
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Current results
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• 2 individuals from 6 × 5 Gy treatment 
with cancer-like phenotypes 

• More phenotypes observed in 6 × 5 Gy 
than 3 × 10 Gy 



Current results
• Dosage optimized to 30 Gy

• Minimal mortality 

• Minimal effects on reproduction

• Cancer-like phenotype seen in irradiated worms
• Possibly originating in the gonads

• Masses appear to grow over time

• Observed ~3 months after first treatment
• Preliminary data suggests higher mortality in 6 × 5 Gy

• No new phenotypes seen yet after chemical treatment
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Future goals
• Further analysis of  tumor-like phenotype 

• Histological analysis of  tumor-like phenotype to confirm cancer 
growth

• Gene and protein expression, specifically for conserved pathways

• Test other mutagenesis methods

• Continue studying other model organisms 
• Trichoplax adhaerans 
• Tethya wilhelma 
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Any questions?
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Mutagenesis methods
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Cancer across life
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Culturing conditions
Organism Media Temp (˚C) Food System

M. lignano f/2 23 Nitzschia curvilineata Petri dishes

T. adhaerans ASW 23-25 Pyrenomonas helgolandii Aquarium and plates

T. wilhelma ASW 23-25 Artificial plankton 
(Aquakultur-Genzel) 

Aquarium with 
ecological 
environment

Artificial seawater (ASW): 32.5% salinity (by weight)
f/2: ASW with vitamins, trace metals, and extra salts
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Sponge culturing system
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4/27/2016 System overview

http://www.michaelnickel.de/index.php/aquarium-set-up/35-system-overview?tmpl=component&print=1&layout=default&page= 1/1

Print

System overview
Scheme of the cultivation system:

The advantage of such a three parted system is that you can easily attach as many small culture tanks to
the system as you want (as long as you keep the reservoir large enough - the reservoir is the additional,
empty volume of the filter tank which fill with all the water of the system which flows back into this tank,
once the main pump is stopped) For each small culture tank you need to calculate the reservoire volume
(tubing volume plus overflow voume).
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Filter tank

Culturing tank

Ecological habitat


